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American forces occupying Iraq are ambushed in a Baghdad neighborhood. The Long Road Home
tells the story of the eight-hour battle in Sadr City on April 4, 2004, that followed the ambush of a
newly-arrived American platoon. Told in real time through the eyes of untested soldiers in combat for
the first time, their families anxiously awaiting news on the home front, and ordinary Iraqis trapped
in the chaos of war, the series gives viewers an intimate and unforgettable portrait of what it's really
like to go to war. Based on Martha Raddatz's acclaimed New York Times-bestselling book. I was truly
looking forward to this. But it gets too predicable. Seen 1,5 episode and i lost interest. Have a look at
HBO Generation Kill instead. The series focuses on the families of the back home, but it just gets
boring. I am almost sure how this will end, but I will try to see if it gets better. The ambush scene
where the iraki soldiers have a big vantage point, the hit one of a hundred bullet. Sorry, seen this
before I just can't begin to describe the awfulness of this show. The portrayal of the commander
(Gary Volesky) rises almost to the level of stolen valor in the central role they give him in the event,
when he was in reality only involved from the sidelines. Catching a grenade and tossing it out his
HUMMVEE window? Please! I personally know several soldiers who were part of this event, and they
are hurt and insulted by how it has been rewritten into a standard Hollywood shoot 'em up. I
sincerely hope Martha Radditz wasn't consulted during production - if she was, then I'm sincerely
disappointed in Martha Radditz. a5c7b9f00b 
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